@SAL INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
A TEAM comprising Nishant Pandya, Ashish Kadiya, Vatsal Jadav, Manisha Bhoi and Harsh Chudasama won Devang Mehta IT Award (first prize). Students under guidance of faculty Kaushal Patel won for their project — Energy generation using vehicle motion air and renewable energy. They got a prize money of Rs 1 lakh.

@NIRMA UNIVERSITY
KRISHNA BHALODI, a PhD research scholar at the Institute of Pharmacy, Nirma University, received the Chief Minister Fellowship award under the Shodh Yojana scheme of the Gujarat Government. She was working under the guidance of Dr Charmy S Kothari, Associate Professor, Dept of Pharmaceutical Analysis.
@ CEPT UNIVERSITY
A TEAM from CEPT University, led by Dr Rutul Joshi, developed a handbook for Indian cities, focusing on Local Area Planning around transit in cities of various size class. It was launched on August 5 by Durga Shanker Mishra, Secy, Ministry of Housing and Urban Affairs and D Thara, Joint Secretary AMRUT, MoHUA.

@GTU
IS AWARDED India’s ‘Most trusted state university’ by International Brand Consulting Corporation, USA, following Consumer Research Report 2019. Vice Chancellor of Rajiv Gandhi University of Knowledge and Technology Dr A Ashok gave away this award to Vice Chancellor of GTU Navinbhai Sheth and Registrar of GTU K N Kher in New Delhi.

@IIT-GANDHINAGAR
JAICHANDER SWAMINATHAN, Assistant Professor, Mechanical Engineering has been selected as the 2019 International Desalination Association (IDA) Fellow. Jaichander will have the opportunity to visit and survey UA’s many partner utilities and will work to provide solutions to the challenges of water and energy technologies.